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papular mucinous. In addition the patient had 
associated monoclonal gammopathy of unknown 
significance (MGUS) as confirmed on serum protein 
electrophoresis and bone marrow biopsy. Koebner 
phenomenon was present over upper extremities, 
abdomen and thighs. The condition needs to be 
differentiated from granuloma annulare, amyloidosis, 
sarcoidosis, lichen nitidus, lichen planus, warts, 
and eruptive collagenomas.[1,2] Localized lichen 
myxedematosus or papular mucinosis does not 
require any specific treatment. In severe lichen 
myxedematosus or scleromyxedema with or without 
systemic involvement, various treatment modalities 
like melphalan, cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, 
chorambucil, acitretin, interferon-alpha, and psoralen 
plus UVA (PUVA) are effective to some extent.[1-3]

Figure 2: Koebner phenomenon

Figure 3: (a) Mucin deposition (blue) in upper dermis (H and E, ×10). 
(b) Alcian blue staining of mucin (Alcian blue, ×10)

ba

Figure 1: (a) Multiple, skin colored, discrete, 1–3 mm papules with 
Koebner phenomenon. (b) Diffuse thickening of ear lobe

ba

In conclusion, whether papular mucinosis represents 
a true plasma cell dyscrasia is unknown as multiple 
myeloma ensues rarely in these patients.[3] Presence of 
Koebner phenomenon in papular mucinosis is rarely 
mentioned in literature.
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Recalling the recall phenomenonRecalling the recall phenomenon

Sir,
“Radiation recall dermatitis” (RRD) is defined 
as a “recall” of dermatitis by the skin at the site 
of previous radiation exposure, in response to 
administration of certain drugs. It is an acute 
inflammatory reaction confined to previously 
irradiated areas and remains a poorly understood 
phenomenon.[1]

A 62-year-old man presented with an undiagnosed 
chronic generalized skin disease since 20 years 
along with inguinal swelling since a month. There 
was history of whole body narrow band UVB (NB-
UVB) received for 2 months in November 
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Figure 1: Abnormal T lymphocytes with epidermotropism (H and E, 
×40)

Figure 2: Grade 2 radiation recall dermatitis

Figure 3: Grade 4 radiation recall dermatitis

2012. A skin biopsy revealed dermal infiltrate 
with epidermotropism with multiple atypical 
cells [Figure 1]. Immunohistochemistry of the 
lymph node was positive for CD30, CD15 (focal), and  
leucocyte common antigen (LCA), and oncogene B 
cell (Pax-5, Oct-2, Bob-1) activity was negative. In situ 
hybridization of Epstein–Barr virus (EBV RNA) was 
negative. A final diagnosis of large anaplastic non 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma was made. Chemotherapy was 
started with five cycles of CHOP (cyclophosphamide, 
hydroxydaunorubicin, prednisolone) at an interval 
of 21 days and gemcitabine, dexamethasone and 
cisplatin (GDP) salvage therapy.

During the second cycle of GDP salvage therapy 
in March 2013, the patient noticed erythema and 
moist desquamation, mostly over the skin folds 
and the trunk. These areas were the same sites 
where NB-UVB was given earlier. A diagnosis of 
gemcitabine-induced radiation recall dermatitis 
Grade 2 was made [Table 1 and Figure 2]. 
Chemotherapy was stopped and parenteral 
corticosteroids were given, after which the patient 
showed significant improvement. However, he 
developed multiple nodules over his extremities. 
He was diagnosed to be resistant to chemotherapy 
and was treated with total skin electron beam 
therapy (TSET) (6 MeV, 120 cGy) in September 2013. 
Soon after starting therapy, the patient developed a 
severe eczematous reaction with painful erosions, 
necrotic ulcerations and severe edema over the trunk, 
groin and extremities. This was considered as a 
re-appearance of radiation recall dermatitis grade 4. 
He was treated with emollients and non steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs [Figure 3]. The patient was 
advised to continue total skin electron beam therapy 
with interruptions but he could not tolerate therapy. 
He developed multiple deep seated necrotic ulcers 
and eventually succumbed.

Table 1: Common toxicity criteria for grading radiation 
recall dermatitis[3-5]

Grade 0 No event
Grade 1 Faint erythema or dry desquamation
Grade 2 Moderate to brisk erythema or a patchy moist 

desquamation, mostly confi ned to the skin folds and 
creases, moderate edema

Grade 3 Confl uent moist desquamation, ≥1.5 cm diameter, not 
confi ned to skin folds; pitting edema

Grade 4 Skin necrosis or ulceration of full-thickness dermis; may 
include bleeding not induced by minor trauma or abrasion

Grade 5 Death (US National Cancer Institute Common 
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events-CTCAE V.3)

First described in 1959 by D’Angio in connection 
with actinomycin D,[2,3] radiation recall is commonly 
seen with chemotherapeutic drugs, UV radiation, and 
megavoltage radiation therapy.[3-5]
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Vascular damage, epithelial stem cell inadequacy or 
sensitivity, and idiosyncratic drug hypersensitivity are 
the probable pathogenic factors.[2,3,5] The time interval 
between radiotherapy and radiation recall dermatitis 
ranges from 7 days to 15 years. If the interval is short, 
the reaction is severe. It is sometimes difficult to 
differentiate between radiosensitization (in which the 
use of a drug makes the tumor cells more sensitive to 
radiation) from radiation recall dermatitis.[2,3,5]

In our case, the patient was subjected to narrow band 
UVB therapy in the initial phase of chemotherapy. 
This could have been a triggering factor. With the 
administration of gemcitabine, a reaction was initiated 
which was rather mild (Grade 2). Although that drug 
was stopped, total skin electron beam therapy was 
started, which triggered a very severe radiation recall 
reaction (Grade 4) that could have been a factor in the 
patient’s death. Dermatologists must be aware of the 
existence of this phenomenon in their patients who are 
receiving non-ionizing radiation therapy and it is also 
important to be vigilant while giving phototherapy.
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Nilotinib-induced psoriasis in Nilotinib-induced psoriasis in 
a patient of chronic myeloid a patient of chronic myeloid 
leukemia responding to leukemia responding to 
methotrexatemethotrexate

Sir,
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors are 
a group of targeted chemotherapeutic agents which are 
currently used in the treatment of many malignancies.[1] 
They cause attenuation in the EGFR signaling pathways 
that regulate cell differentiation, proliferation, 
migration, angiogenesis, and apoptosis. Tyrosine kinase 
inhibitors (TKI) are a class of EGFR inhibitors that act 
by inhibiting the autophosphorylation of tyrosine 
residues of several proto-oncogenes by binding to the 
kinase domain of different oncogenic tyrosine kinases, 
and therefore inhibit the activation of the intracellular 
signal transduction pathway in tumor cells. Thus, 
they lead to deregulation of key cell functions such as 
proliferation and differentiation.[1]

These targeted agents are associated with a wide 
spectrum of dermatological toxicities because they not 
only target tumor-related growth factors but also target 
growth factors in the skin and its appendages. These 
cutaneous adverse effects tend to be uncomfortable, 
disfiguring, and adversely affect the quality of life and 
compliance with anti-EGFR therapy.[1,2] Although there 
are several reports of psoriasis developing with the 
first-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitor, imatinib,[2,3] 
development of psoriasis in a patient on nilotinib, a 
second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitor, has been 
described only once before.[4] Here, we present another 
patient with chronic myeloid leukemia who developed 
psoriasis while on nilotinib therapy and improved 
with methotrexate.

A 30-year-old man reported to the dermatology 
department with multiple erythematous scaly plaques 
over his trunk and extremities for 1 month. The 
lesions had gradually increased in size and number 
and spread over the body with mild itching.   He was 
a known case of imatinib-resistant chronic myeloid 
leukemia, being treated with nilotinib 300 mg (Tasigna, 
AMN107), twice daily for 4 months. There was no 
personal or family history of similar skin lesions. He 
was not on any other medications and denied any 
other illness. Examination revealed multiple bilaterally 
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